
Mixed Media Artist 
 
Maria Pace-Wynters was born and raised in Victoria, British Columbia. She attended 
Victoria College of Art, Camosun College (Associate of Arts degree), the University of Victoria 
(BFA honor program) and Victoria Film School before settling down in Edmonton, Alberta with her 
singer/songwriter/soul-mate husband, Chris Wynters and their two daughters, Imogen and 
Scarlett. Currently Maria has a gallery shop in Edmonton’s Chinatown where she sells her unique 
and colourful mixed media paintings. Her paintings and reproductions are collected by loyal fans 
worldwide. Maria is an avid blogger and her blog, mariapacewynters.com, has been viewed by 
more than 350 thousand visitors. She sells her work online through Etsy, The Daily Painters, and 
Redbubble.  
 
Artist Statement: 
 
‘Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist once he grows up.’ 
Pablo Picasso 
 
When I was a little girl I would do art any chance I could get. I loved to be creative and was 
always encouraged by my Mum. It was fun. I enjoyed doing it. In fact, there was nothing I liked 
better. It was never a chore! It was never dull.  
 
 
So, what happened? When I was a teenager I romanticized about a lot of things: Marriage, 
children, getting older; visions of Picasso danced in my head. Like Picasso before me, I saw my 
future self eating dinner and then taking my fish bones and making a clay relief. I would have a 
bohemian house with piles of art and reference books on the dining room table. I would paint 
along side of my toddler. Look at us painting together for hours at a time. I won’t go as far as to 
say I imagined myself wearing a striped black and white t- shirt and shorts but I will say that I was 
totally out of touch with reality. First of all, toddlers require constant help when they do art, and 
their attention span is all of oh, let’s say, 15 minutes. If you are lucky. Also, I can’t stand stuff all 
over the place, let alone my dining room table. I need that table to feed my kids and I don’t want 
their grubby little fingers all over my good books! Not to mention that I don’t even like fish very 
much, let alone a whole fish with bones.  
 
I guess,  as I got older so much stuff got in the way of the pure process of creation. I had a 
constant dialogue going through my brain. Is it good enough? Who will like this? Is it too 
commercial or illustrative? or not enough? Is the palette to cold? Too dark? Too muddy? How 
could I tap into the pureness of what I was doing if the whole time I was doing it my head was 
questioning whether I should be doing it all. I don’t know who initially put these questions in my 
head. College, University, people of influence all played a part. Life isn’t the way I imagined it. 
The fun in art definitely was no longer part of my process. I no longer felt excited to create. It was 
just so much pressure: to create art that everybody likes is really hard. 
 
Now, it has come full circle and as a Mother I watch my girls create and I am inspired by them. 
They don’t worry about the outcome. They just enjoy the act of making something. Anything. 
When it is done, it is done, and they move on to the next thing. They don’t dwell on it. It is about 
the process not the product. Sure we all want to create art that we like, and that other people like 
too, but if that is all we focus on it becomes a chore and where is the fun in that? It is so nice not 
to be in that angst ridden part of my life. At forty-six, it is so great to be able to associate art with 
fun, and know I can still learn new stuff even if it is stuff I knew at the age of three. 
 


